A PhD student defines his/her professional project while preparing the doctoral dissertation. Numerous training courses are available to help doctoral students enrich, develop and valorise their skills.

To assist PhD students in this respect, the Université de Grenoble Doctoral College also aims to provide them with better knowledge and in-depth study of the sectors open to them. With this in mind, the Doctoral College has created special training programmes (labels), targeting clearly identified employment sectors:

- **ICAE Label**: Innovation, Consulting, Activity and Corporate Creation
- **REI Label**: Research, Business and Innovation

The preparation of the doctoral dissertation stands out as a real experience in the professional and personal development of a doctoral student. Aware of their skills and the added value of this experience, young doctoral graduates will then be capable of entering the labor market, finding their place there and pursuing a career corresponding to their ambitions and skills. The career prospects open to them are numerous within the international socio-economic system.

And after the thesis?

Do you ask yourself about your professional project and your career pursuit? Take advantage of the thematic workshops and the opening hours at the PhD Career Center from Monday to Friday to help you answer them. You can make an appointment by email at the address below.

**Contact by mail**: phd-career-center@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

And when you think about your professional project, think alumni network: join now the PhD Alumni network! Take advantage of a set of services (directory, mentoring programme, information on professional opportunities, job offers, etc.) and of the support between PhDs and PhD students to make it easier for you to develop your professional career after your thesis.
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 Relocation

**The College and the doctoral schools** (except Philo) moved on **September 1st, 2020** to join the Maison Jean Kuntzmann at 110 rue de la Chimie 38400 Saint-Martin-d'Hères on the University Campus (Tram B and C, stops "Bibliothèques universitaires").

**Personal homepage**

Log in to your personal user account to update your data, sign up for a course, declare your doctoral dissertation defence (viva), and so on.

Log in to your personal user account

**Doctoral students' network**

- Directory of doctoral students
- Ongoing doctoral dissertations
- Upcoming doctoral dissertation defences